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A little about me
Welcome, I’m Jode …
I’m a mother to twins and a teen and the early childhood educator behind The Empowered Educator
blog, Facebook page and Empowered Ed Facebook Community. I hold Diploma and Bachelor degrees
in Human Services and Education.

I have over 25 years experience in the early childhood profession and I love working with children and
enjoy providing an atmosphere they can thrive and grow in. I have a real passion for outdoor play and
play based learning. I have worked as an Assistant, Room Leader, Director, Coordinator and Authorised
Supervisor in long day care and occasional care, and as a Family Day Care Child Development Officer
(CDO) and Educator.

I returned to Family Day Care so that I can enjoy spending time with my 4 year old twins (and teen

before she flies the nest) .I also indulge my love of writing and coaching others through my blog and
books such as this. I really hope you find this book a useful resource and I thank you for your support!
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A Word from Jode..
Hi Everyone,
Thank you so much for taking the time to purchase my eBook. This is the second book in a
series for educators and as with all my resources I hope it is easy to read and above all
USEFUL and RELEVANT to you!
This book is all about finding your programming and planning rhythm without letting it take over
your life outside of work hours. It isn’t a cheat sheet or quick fix but it is a guide !
Through my Facebook page, Empowered Ed Facebook Community and blog I know that many
educators out there are feeling awfully stressed and downright confused about this process. It
really doesn’t need to be like that and it is my aim to provide you with some tools and tips that
will help you get on top of things and yet still meeting all the requirements of the Early Years
Framework.
I would like to clarify that the opinions and suggestions in this book come from my own
experience and what I have found works for me in my particular service. The idea is that you
take the templates and the information that stands out for you and modify to suit your own
unique individuality and service.
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You’ll need to think about your strengths, your weaknesses, whether you like to write things
freehand or type into the computer, keep records online or in hardcopy, how many children you
need to plan for, if you like to take lots of photos or write lots of notes and above all, the time you
have to do this in.

Use the information in this book as a launchpad to develop your own system, one that works for
you. If you find yourself in a role where you absolutely have to follow someone else’s system
(often the case in centre based care) then be prepared to question why you are being asked to
do it that way and if there is any scope for modification. Come from a place of knowledge so that
you have a better chance of getting the answers you need to work the most professionally and
efficiently.
Throughout this book I will offer guidance on the EYLF planning cycle, why we need to plan, how
to use your planning to support and extend a child’s learning journey and tips for making sure
you use your time wisely.
The templates at the back of the book are able to be printed out or used as a guide when
developing your own template. I have provided completed examples of all templates so you can
see how they work. You’ll see that the various elements of my documentation often cover
multiple requirements and I plan this way because I don’t want to do work I don’t have to.
And neither should you…so let’s get started!
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Finding your own style

.
What is a programming style?

This is just a term I made up actually but I have found it useful over the years when trying to
help others find their groove as they begin to document their planning.
Consider these five factors when searching around for program templates or when designing
and editing your own....
 Do you like to write a lot when you plan things ?
 Do you write lists often?

 Are you an organised and methodical person or do you prefer to go day by day and see
what happens?
 Are you confident on the computer or do you prefer to work with hard copies of forms?
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 Do you feel more comfortable planning for a weekly, fortnightly or monthly program? Does
your scheme have an expectation of the time frame you should work to?
 Do you like to use apps on the go or prefer the use of pen and paper to keep notes
throughout your day? Perhaps you prefer a combination of both?
 Do you like to take lots of photos of the children engaged in play and activities throughout
the day?
 Do you seek and value parent/coordinator input within your service?
 Do you like templates or do you prefer something more organic that can build as you
progress through your week/month?
 Do you understand how to link child observations effectively to your program plan or do you
just put something because you 'have' to.
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Everyone is different in the way that they understand and plan their program for their service.
It's important to recognise this because you can have the best program template or ‘cheat
sheet’ in the sector but if you don't fully understand how to use it or feel comfortable doing so
then I have to be very honest with you...it isn't going to work for you or the children in your
care.
I'm not a fan of schemes or centres that hand out templates that all educators must use for
their planning. People have different strengths and levels of understanding for certain areas.
What works for some may not suit others, no matter the best intentions.
In my experience many educators give up on the planning side of things because they aren't
sure about the process or what is expected of them with templates that are perhaps handed
out with little communication about how to use them effectively.
This is why I want you to be as informed and in control as you possibly can!

So, let’s think about the answers you gave to the questions above and
consider the following....
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If you are a methodical person who often writes lists and always plans ahead in your everyday
life then you are probably going to be suited to a more structured plan, perhaps something like
mine with box categories and clear areas for definition/linking and forward planning. There is
more writing and planning with a program like this but that probably doesn't faze you as you
prefer to have everything sorted before your week starts and doing it this way helps you to feel
more in control of your week and able to deal with spontaneous events more confidently.
If the thought of all that boxed in planning ahead makes you shudder then you need to take a
different angle. You will probably prefer to start with a few focus areas and expand upon those
as your week unfolds and incorporate focus activities and children's interests as they arrive. If
it doesn't concern you that you can't see ahead too far into the week or plan accordingly then
that is perfectly ok. There is nothing wrong with that approach as long you are able
to EXPLAIN your method and how you are covering the bases.
To be really honest with you...That type of planning is actually my worst nightmare because as
you may have realised I am a bit 'Type A' in my personality and planning and organising make
my day! I love a list and a box and I always write to much. But it is the way I make sense of
things and help others to understand my vision or thoughts.
And that is what’s important – you need to develop a system that suits your individual style, not
one because someone handed you a free template.
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Keep in mind that you don't need to solely rely on your program as a method for
communicating your planned activities, play and learning to parents. Too many educators
(just in my own experience) seem to feel they are writing a program for parents and
coordinators and get awfully deflated and frustrated when they don't stop and take time to
read all that hard work
"What's the point, it's not like parents read it anyway!" Yep, I have heard it many times
and my reply is "But that program is to benefit you and the children first and foremost and
I'm pretty sure you read it and the children get to enjoy the activities and pre planning!
Perhaps time to rethink who you are planning for and who you are trying to please, you
might be surprised at how much simpler the process then becomes!
Hopefully now you have a bit clearer understanding of the direction you want to take. I'm
not going to go through all the different templates available, I’m sure you have already got
a collection, it's a matter of figuring out what works best for you or perhaps modifying it
until it does suit you. Don't just settle with something if you don't fully understand it or find
it way to much work just because everyone else you know is using that one...even mine!
I know many educators have expressed interest in how I use my program plan though so I
will describe the main areas for you further in the book and then you can decide if it really
is the template for you. You can print the template as is and use for your service but you
might find it easier if you modify it a little bit to suit your own personality, comfort level and
individual service.
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What does the EYLF require?
The reality of the EYLF/NQS in regard to Planning & Documentation

Let’s bust some Myths!
I'm going to bust a few myths for you right now....although keep in mind that this information is
purely my own interpretation and reflection based on my own reading of the EYLF document
and service practice.
If you trained before the EYLF came into being then you can still draw upon the knowledge
and experience you already have, you don't have to 'relearn' everything and do the same as
everyone else. Yes honestly!
What you do need to do is just incorporate some of the language of the EYLF and it's
important outcomes. You will find if you read them closely that many are the same as the
things you learnt years ago, there is just a slightly different focus with how to approach learning
and the language that is used.
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Planning and programming does not have to solely child initiated .
Planning learning experiences based on children's interests and strengths is important but so
is using some planned opportunities for intentional teaching. I use a combination of both in my
programming, some weeks there may be more focus on intentional teaching, other weeks
more focus on children's interests or individual focus activities. What I'm trying to say is that
although the eylf does place a level of importance on experiences being child initiated it is still
best practice to incorporate a combination of planning methods.
The idea is that you are continually documenting their learning journey but also
increasing their content knowledge.
The EYLF and NQS do not tell you how many observations you need to be doing.
This will depend upon the number of children in your care, the environment you work in, your
centre or scheme expectations. You do need to show an ongoing method of collecting and
evaluating observations and then using the information to inform your program.
But there is no set magical number for compliance. Try and think about telling the child's story
though and how often you might need to be adding observations and reflections to keep the
story rolling along without big gaps!! An observation here and there is again a waste of your
time and does nothing to support the child on their learning journey.
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Observations DO NOT need to be linked to theorists or quotes from theories.
When I first heard "the eylf says we have to" floating around I don't mind telling you I said a
few choice words...no way was I doing that...who has the time?

So I went back and read the document again and what I noted was that you need to be aware
of and understand the different perspectives, theories and theorists as they should inform your
practice in different ways as you continually reflect on your service (exactly how I was first
taught 20 years ago so nothing different there I promise )This is just good early childhood
practice. But no need to cross reference with your observations...unless you are some sort
of over achiever I guess...which I am, but I'm also realistic.
You don't need to outcome number everything ...educators are stressing out about this way to
much judging by the questions I am getting. Let’s look at the official wording…
‘documentation demonstrating that the five learning outcomes are evident in documentation of
children’s learning’ (Element 1.1.1)
This does not say 'put an outcome number next to your observation so we can see a clear link
to that outcome now being achieved'. YOU need to know what area the focus is on but please
think about it in terms of a journey rather than one activity or observation ticking a box. You
should be demonstrating a child's progress through your documentation which then reflects the
learning outcomes rather than worrying about what numbers you need to add to prove you are
analysing the collected information correctly.
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There is no requirement to visually link outcomes to your planned activities.
You do not need to use numbers, colours or confusing codes to link your programming and
documentation to EYLF outcomes, quality areas, standards or elements.
You do not need to link your activities to the EYLF for others to see!
What you need to ensure is that you have an understanding of the 5 outcomes and the
activities that fall under the different categories....many will cross over so don't feel you
need to make them fit in one box.
Your planned individual and group activities should clearly show that you are meeting all areas
of the EYLF. This might be seen in your planned activities, your spontaneous child led
activities, your environment, your resources, your intentional teaching moments, your
language and communication with the children, your program template/method, how often you
follow and build upon a child's interests and there will be a clear link to a child's ongoing
learning journey (or "distance travelled")through their individual records.
Let me just repeat again for those that think I might be losing it....there is no need to
link each and every one of your activities and experiences to an outcome area...it
should already be clear!
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The EYLF does not tell you which method of observing and documenting you must do.
There are many types of observation styles and all have something to offer when used in the
right context. You will find you get the most useful results from exercising your judgement and
using the method that you understand the best and that also suits the children you have in
your care.
You don't just need to do learning stories or anecdotal observations or checklists. You can use
a little of everything to capture the children's learning...just make sure it is significant and not
just there to fill a portfolio or to check off some boxes.
If you tell a story make sure it is adding to a child's journey not just stating the obvious.
We’ll talk more about the types of observations soon but hopefully now you are feeling a little
clearer about what the EYLF really expects of us as educators when it comes to planning.
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What is a ‘Planning Cycle’?

.
If you look at the Early Years Planning Cycle which you can find in the Educators’
Guide to the EYLF it explains clearly what you do need to be doing:
 The Question Step - Educators should analyse what they know about individual
children in relation to the framework's learning outcomes from the information
that you have worked towards collecting (your observations, learning stories
,portfolio info etc.). Have you identified group or individual strengths, interests
and goals?
 The Plan Step - You must then be guided by the framework's learning
outcomes, principles and practices to support further learning in those areas. It
might be one or all of the areas. Have you clarified what you want to now extend
or focus on for the group or individuals learning journey? Have you identified
what role you as educator will take in this extension? Have you made a plan for
how you will present and evaluate the learning activity?
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 The Act/Do Step - My personal favourite! Keeping your planning in mind, set up
your environment for the activity, consider the framework areas you are focusing
on or others that might now come to mind as you observe and document the
learning taking place. Have fun with the children while implementing your plan!
 The Reflect/Review Step - And finally use them again when evaluating or
reflecting on the activity and the child's engagement and learning progress.
How did it go? Did other learning opportunities arise? Did you notice a focus on
a particular outcome or principle?
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The NQS says in Element 1.1.2 that “Each child’s current knowledge, ideas, culture, abilities
and interests are the foundation of the program” .
.Element 1.2.1 states that “Each child’s learning and development is assessed as part of an
ongoing cycle of planning, documenting and evaluation"
I believe this indicates that we draw on children's ideas and interests as well as their
knowledge, culture and abilities and to be able to do this we must know children well. How do
we get to know the children in our care this well? We can do this many ways but one important
way is through a form of observation and reflection/evaluation and then being able to use that
knowledge to plan for future experiences.
The EYLF talks about a cycle of planning, documenting and evaluating. To simplify that all you
need to remember is that the observations and assessment you are recording must
be meaningful, they must be specific, and they must support you to support the child's
learning journey and their steps forward. If it doesn't then you have wasted your time and
the child in your care hasn't benefited either.
I tend to take a photo of a moment I know is important and then come back to it later to
analyse. I also take photos that I know a parent will find important for general parent
communication. It is vital to include parents in your planning cycle too and this is why I firmly
believe that when talking about outcomes and including them in your programming it should be
in a way that everyone can understand.
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The learning outcomes are an important part of the early years learning framework, not only
because they help you as an educator to identify some key aspects of what you are aiming to
achieve for each child but also because they support us to think about learning over the long
.
term. Do you reflect on the outcomes in relation to long term planning or just to fit an activity
into a slot?
I like to try and use the outcomes to guide my planning over the long term. To help me look
ahead and forward plan. I don't do this by simply stating I have covered outcome 1 on Monday
or outcome 2 by the end of the week as I feel this could be very limiting to an individual or
groups potential. I work towards including them holistically by ensuring my program template
covers all outcome areas without needing to constantly list outcome numbers or colour code.
If I have a few activities in each area I know that I am working toward ensuring that the
children in my care are receiving access to play and learning opportunities and experiences
that encompass all of the outcomes. I might have an idea of the outcome I am focusing on with
individual focus activities and intentional teaching activities but it really does evolve from there
and I think about the outcomes usually only when analysing and evaluating experiences.
I guess what I am trying to say is that 'meeting outcomes' is not my sole focus when planning
my program. I don't let that take over the importance of the observations and experiences I
have seen and extended upon over the week or fortnight. I don't believe you should let it
take you over either.
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The EYLF outcomes are broad enough to capture the essence of what most educators are
trying
to achieve but not so general that they end up being meaningless. Interpreting them with
.
your own insight and vision is the key.
I don't really see them as a limiting resource but as a broad guide to programming decisions
inviting us to watch carefully and listen closely to children rather than planning a set program
based on something we, or others expect to see.
I think when you are constantly trying to 'match' outcomes to experiences you can easily loss
the genuineness of the children's experiences as you seek to ensure they are meeting the
outcome you intended.
Don't let them overshadow the importance of your own experience and knowledge of the
children in your care, don't try to plan according to the outcomes...follow the children and your
instincts and then reflect upon which outcomes you and the children explored.
The same activity might actually yield different outcome opportunities for each individual child
and that is the beauty of the EYLF planning cycle! If you have already labelled an activity with
an expected outcome then you might miss the bigger picture and narrow your focus.
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My Planning System

There are many ways to program and follow the planning cycle. This book will take you step by
step through the system I use to ensure I am meeting all requirements but is also time
effective and meaningful.
Keep in mind that it is always ok to modify a system to meet your own needs and what you feel
comfortable with. My current system is based on a family day care service model because that
is the area I am working in at the moment. Along the way though I will also give some tips and
strategies for making the system work for long day care and larger groups of children as well.
Over the next few pages I will include information about each of the documentation methods I
use and show you a completed example.
At the end of this book you will find a section with blank templates for you to print out and use ,
I am happy for you to share with colleagues, I just ask that they are only used for personal
purposes and not used to make money in anyway.
If you prefer to use the computer rather than hand write and print photos, consider using my
templates as a guide to develop something similar using a simple program such as Word. It’s
important to me that you are able to use a template that you understand and are comfortable
with so modification is the key here and you can always email me any questions you have!
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So let’s take a look at a quick overview at my current system and then we will explore each
step in more detail…

Step 1 - Observations
First I observe using one of the following – there will be more information on these later in the
book.
•
•
•
•
•

Photo collage observations
Group photo collages
Notes on my ‘Our Day’ parent reflection form
Checklists
Anecdotal observation format

Step 2 - Reflection & Communication
Throughout the programming cycle I ensure that I am also using a process of reflection and
communication with parents and the children. This helps to ensure I am covering a broad
range of outcomes just through daily practice.
•
•
•
•
•

“My Day” parent communication forms
“Our Day” parent and child communication forms
Photos of significant or interesting moments – visual displays
Computer folder portfolios
Children’s work displayed with information relating to what happened
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Step 3 – Analysis/Evaluation & Forward Planning
This is where I complete an analysis of the learning observed previously in an
observation
•
•

Forward planning record form
Fortnightly program template

This is an example of the form I use to complete steps 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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Step 4 – Planning for extension of learning
Using the form on the previous page I now think about and document possible future
planning/extension activities . This goes into the purple column

Step 5 – Think about when you might provide this extension
Plan for when you will provide your extension activities...it might be in one week, it might be
over a number of weeks. Make sure you write the dates down. This goes into the green
column

Step 6 - Plan and include on program
I then add the planned activities into my 'individual focus activities' box. No numbers or
codes, just the activities.

Step 7 - Complete the cycle
When the activities have been completed I go back to my forward planning form and do a
short evaluation of the activity/intentional teaching. This evaluation goes into the yellow
column
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Why is it important for others to understand 'my system'?

I firmly believe that your planning and documentation should be transparent to all and easily
understood.

A pretty program with lots of linking numbers , colours or coded symbols may make perfect
sense to you but not to anyone else. Do you have the time to continually explain your system
to work colleagues, parents, coordinators? Why do you need to I hear you ask. Thanks, I'm
glad you asked !
I feel that we need to be sharing the framework and it's outcomes with parents so that we can
all be working towards the same outcomes and embracing parent input and communication.
I try to ensure my documentation is written simply and often include the name of the outcome
and some of the indicators underneath it and then write about how I are seeing this displayed.
This provides a clear link to the outcomes, keeps the language of the EYLF used but speaks to
parents in a manner that is clearly understood.
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You might be getting the idea that I really dislike seeing codes on programs, especially those
detailed ones that families do not understand. My other concern with them is that the time
spent looking for the code can be so much better spent on the floor with the children. I much
prefer to see the language of the outcome being used. It gives so much more depth to
planning and reflection.
I think writing about the outcomes supports us as educators to find lots of other examples of
how the outcomes are expressed by children. We know that the listed examples in the EYLF or
'cheat sheets' are just that - examples! We need to find and demonstrate other ways that the
children show us what they can do and know.
Coded observations and reporting often only means something to the person who invented it. I
have worked in services who follow a fancy system but can't explain it - so in the end its of no
value really. If you want to engage everyone in this - staff, parents, coordinators, then you
need to try and make your systems a least a little transparent. It doesn't take too many extra
words to provide an observational example and then add this to demonstrates an outcome " is
met because ....."
Not only will you, your centre colleagues, relief worker or visiting coordinator understand that,
but so will the parent, who might then see other examples of their child demonstrating learning
at home.
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I think that if we want parents and the broader community to have a greater understanding of
the value of a quality early childhood experience then we need to be more open, more
articulate about our practice and far more transparent in what we know and how we show we
know about children and their learning.
The outcomes provide an excellent way of demonstrating that if used effectively. If you can
learn to write your documentation with an understanding that it has to "speak" to lots of
audiences then I think you will have a better sense of how to write and share your
documentation.
I know some educators will say that writing in this way will cause more work than just coding
but if you look at it in the context of your overall planning picture I think you will be surprised at
how much time it can save you...and others.

But when it all becomes to overwhelming and you feel that documentation and meeting the
framework learning outcomes and principles is just to much...turn around and look into the
faces of the children surrounding you, they are so very important and so is your role in their
life. Step back and find a system that does work for you. You can do it I promise!
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Step 1 - Observations

What are Observations & why do we do them?
Such a simple term but when using this term in early childhood settings it can become a little
confusing as to what is really expected when we talk about 'observing children'.
Observing is obviously the act of looking and watching but in our profession we need to take
that one step further. It also encompasses the skills of listening, questioning, reflecting and
documenting what we actually see and then interpreting succinctly in order to identify and
support a child's strengths, needs, interests and development.
When writing observations keep in mind that you cannot know exactly what a child is feeling so
you should be writing or noting what you see and hear...not how you think he/she is feeling. Be
factual, it might help to remember the two words below as I go into further detail about
observation styles.
Objective — is writing what we see and hear.
Subjective — is writing what you think the child feels
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You also want to be aware of 'setting the environment' because you know you want to do an
observation on a child. To be able to observe the authentic child and associated play you need
to be unobtrusive and observing the play in your usual setting.
As adults we feel uncomfortable when we know someone is following us around with a
clipboard and pen as they observe....consider that a child will feel the same way! As well as
gathering information on a child's development you are also aiming to gather information on a
child's emerging skills
Let's break that down....or in training speak 'unpack it'!

You are basically gathering information about a child to inform your programming and
ensure you are planning appropriate activities, strategies and experiences for each
individual child and also the whole group. You are aiming to foster their development.
So what is the best way to collect this information?
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There are many ways to observe and collect the information you need effectively…Some of
these might include a combination of a few of the following ideas....







Observations—recorded through video, annotated photographs or audio clip
Observations—formal, written, learning stories
Basic Checklists
Discussions with families, documented in children's files
Discussions with colleagues and then documenting for professional use only
Conversations with children documented regularly in communication sheets or forms to
keep in the digital folders
 Specific testing (where issues of concern are raised, sometimes undertaken by a
specialist.)
 Reflection book , diary or space on the program
 Photos of work samples
There is no need to try and do all of these all of the time, use your time more effectively and
really think about how you can record learning within the planning cycle without having to
repeat yourself. Your time is precious so use it wisely.
“But how do I write them effectively? I feel like I’m just wasting my time!”
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Make the most of your time…

.
 First watch and observe....look for significant moments...not just moments to meet this
week's observation quota - that is a waste of your time and does nothing to extend a child's
learning journey. It needs to be authentic to be useful as an observation.
 Listen to what the children and other staff are saying
 Record what you see and what you hear using the format/template/style that suits the
situation, the time you have to observe, but also your particular skill and comfort level.
 Incorporate visual or audio tools into your observation if you are comfortable doing so and it
helps to build your overall picture or story.
 Briefly reflect and interpret what you have just observed...identify strengths, interests,
needs, developmental skill, emotional state, potential. Recall and reflect upon the EYLF
outcomes as well as the primary developmental areas of social, emotional, physical,
cognitive, language and creative.
 Use your reflection/evaluation summary to now plan your experiences, environments and
focus activities. Some might call this 'Forward Planning‘
 When you add an activity/environment or experience to your plan that has evolved from an
observation you make a note of that in your programming(more on how to do that below)
and you have then 'linked'.
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So we OBSERVE, RECORD, REFLECT & INTERPRET then use all of
that to PLAN our PROGRAM.

Starting to make more sense?
"But what about the EYLF?" It tells us we need to do observations in a certain way and I
don't understand it, it's too much work".
Going to stop you right there and gently prod you toward re reading your Early Years Learning
Framework because there is a lot of incorrect information out there regarding what you need to
do to meet the new requirements. Turn back a few pages and reread those EYLF myths I
busted earlier!
Don’t just rely on what you hear from others and presume they are right, always investigate
and make your own informed decision.
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So What Observation Style suits me best?
.Before you try to answer that keep in mind that you don't need to just settle on using one
format....remember you can combine a few different methods or you can just stick with one
until you are confident with that approach. It really is about your 'system' as a whole.
If you do not approach your observing and programming systematically it becomes easy to
miss parts of the cycle or certain children and that is when it becomes easy to get
overwhelmed or frustrated.
Let's explore a few of the observation formats that I use...there are more but these are the
ones I am most familiar with and have used over the years so that's what this book focuses on.

The key though is to try a variety of styles to build a picture of the child, a group of children and
whole of service to inform and support your planning.
Keep in mind that no matter the style you use you should always include the following
information if possible...
Name and age of child
Time of observation
Setting of observation
Date of Observation
34
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Running Records

Running records are quite detailed and often take quite a bit of time to complete. They are
written as the activity or event is occurring and are usually quite descriptive.
You write a running record in the present tense so that means writing exactly what the child is
doing or saying. They obviously need to be written while you are there observing the moment
so this can take you away from other children and your participation in the activities and play
occurring.
I personally have not used a running record in many years mainly because they are so time
consuming. They are however particularly useful when you want to focus on language
development or have suspicions about risk of harm as the child's voice and exact actions are
very important in these situations.
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Anecdotal Records
.
Anecdotal records are similar to running records except they are written in the past tense.
Anecdotes describe what happened in a factual, objective manner, telling how it happened,
when and where it happened, and what was said and done.
You can therefore write these observations up after the event occurred making them a little
more user friendly for busy educators. You might like to jot a few notes in your diary or on a
sticky note to give you little prompts for later when you are able to sit down to write up the
observation.
I use this type of observation when I want to record a little more detail about a significant
learning event. I usually also like to include a few photos to add to the text. When using this
format I try to use the language and context of the EYLF so that correlations can easily be
made to the outcomes. In previous training (or the 'olden days' ) we were taught to focus more
on the developmental learning or achievements taking place, I still focus on this but I also
incorporate elements of the EYLF and identify current strengths. It's really not hard, just a shift
in thinking and language.
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Photo Observations
.
Photos or audio of learning taking place
This is pretty self explanatory but don't underestimate the power of photos or audio snippets of
the child's voice!
Many people now like to compile a collage of photos relating to a specific experience or activity
accompanied by short blocks of text further detailing the learning or journey taking place. You
can make them simple with few words therefore allowing the photos to tell the story or you can
add more text if you see the need to tell the story in more detail.
This format also makes it easy to include 'the children's voice' which immediately sets the
context of learning. I like this method because I can take photos of significant moments as we
play, no need for notes and clipboards!
I’ve included a few examples of how I do mine.....obviously I write text in the blank space.
Sometimes I fill a space, sometimes not. You can drag and drop into a collage template you
develop in Word or Publisher or use a program like picmonkey if you like the computer, if not
just print , paste and write into a template you have already printed ready for collages
Remember though….they need to be significant, effective and easily understood by parents!
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Photo Obs Examples
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Photo Obs Examples
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Photo Collage Examples
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Photo Obs Examples
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Photo Obs Examples
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Photo Obs Examples
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Photo Obs Examples
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Using photo collages effectively

.

When using photo collages as part of your programming system it’s important to consider what
story you want your collage to convey. It’s a better use of your time and printing costs to make
sure your collages are meaningful.
What is their purpose? It might be one of the following…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As a form of parent communication
As a way of turning the focus on particular group activities
To spark conversation and discovery among the children
To bring a learning focus to a particular topic of interest…e.g. weather, friends, animals
As a display to show others visiting your service the learning and activities taking place
As part of an observation process
As a means of supporting families to feel a sense of belonging

More to consider..
•
•
•
•

The format and design your collage will take – the computer program or phone app to use
Printing – will you print colour or black and white?
Email – will you choose not to print and just email or save to digital portfolios instead?
Size – will you choose to collage lots of small photos or just a few larger ones?
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Photo Collage Examples
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Photo Collage Examples
.
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Photo Collage Examples
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Portfolios

One of the questions I am most often asked by other educators working in the early childhood
profession is "Do you do child portfolios?" The short answer is NO, not in the traditional
sense. But then I find I need to explain that answer in more detail because I suddenly have
people looking at me like am a nutter or at the very least a little unstable with no clue about
documenting children's learning.
I am constantly told..."But the EYLF says we have to. Does it really? Have you ever
questioned that or just taken others interpretations as gospel without thinking outside the box?
When I decided to re enter the early childhood field as a Family Day Care Educator I began to
question my decision the more I read and heard about the new EYLF document and the extra
time and workload it was apparently causing educators. Perhaps everything had changed to
much in the years I had crossed over to the human services sector. Perhaps it was all too
different to what I had previously studied all those years ago, perhaps I wouldn't be able to do
it as well as I used to. Perhaps it was now all about the paperwork and not the children as I
was reading and hearing. I got scared. And then I realised it was up to me to research, read
and understand the process for myself.
So I did...and I still am. And so are you so give yourself a high five from me!
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Portfolios and their role..

I read the EYLF document front to back a few times and stepped through the flowery wording
to underline the essential themes and expectations. I put sentences into my own words and
drew on previous experience to apply outcomes to activities and experiences I used to plan.

And you know what I realised? The principles and heart of the EYLF and NQS weren't that
different to what I first studied and practiced over 20 years ago. The key for me was
interpreting what was required and what was suggested.
What had me flustered was the well meaning educators who told me I now needed to do
portfolios as well as learning journals as well as learning stories as well as observations as
well as a mind map, floor book and weekly program! And link every activity to an
EYLF outcome or theorist too!
Oh my goodness when was I going to be with the children? And what the heck was a floor
book?
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And then I came across the planning cycle document and I began to draw breath again. This is
what I needed to see because it confirmed I could still use my own system of planning as long
as I was following the principles of the EYLF and good early childhood practice. I could use
what I was comfortable with, what helped me to manage my time most effectively and what I
could see as worthwhile and useful.
And for me that means no portfolios to mess around with, no long winded learning stories and
no confusing symbols, codes and colours on programs (those things do my head in just
quietly).

Portfolios and learning stories do not suit my programming style or the amount of time I have
to spend on out of care hours work. They aren't necessary so I don't use them. Yes it is as
simple as that. I do now do a form of electronic portfolios but they take very little time and
probably aren’t what you would call a portfolio if you saw them.
What I do is make sure I am meeting regulations in other ways (which we will discuss soon)
So no, I don't use portfolios but yes I think I am covering what I need to without giving myself a
stress attack and being able to fully engage with the children which to me is more important
than any pretty scrapbook or learning journal. Not convinced?
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Rest assured I’m not aiming to convince you of anything, especially regarding the use of
portfolios.. if using a learning journal or portfolio is working for you than stick with it. If keeping
portfolios however is eating into your down time then I would say put them down and back
away. You don't need to do them, they are just one way of documenting a child's learning
journey with you as either a home based or centre based educator.
If you are trying to work out whether to use them or if you really need to then perhaps ask
yourself some of the following questions to ensure you are making an informed choice.
Obviously if your scheme or centre director is telling you that you have to do portfolios then I
guess there is not much you can do but you can ask them why and if they would consider
another option or two...especially if it is really stressing you out. You could also ask for some
professional development around the use of the portfolio system so it makes your job a little
clearer and therefore hopefully easier.
I do not see the point in continuing to do something when you don’t fully understand it!
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Questions to ask before using
Child Portfolios


What do you consider a child portfolio?

Is it an art scrapbook, does it show clear evidence of a learning journey or is it just a collection
of 'time at the centre' photos and text snippets, a glorified memory book? Is there
documentation that might not make sense to parents or that would be better kept in a child's
record file?
You need to work out the answers to these questions before you begin to use a portfolio as
your preferred system. Be very clear about what it is you are spending your precious time on.

 Do you know why you do portfolios?
Did someone just tell you to or do you think it is a regulation or expected practice?
Ask yourself if you really need to…Does the EYLF and NQS really state you have to in order to
meet your obligations ?(Remember...the answer is no, you can choose to document in any
way you want to as long as you are meeting the requirements of the basic planning cycle.)
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 Are your methods of keeping portfolios sustainable in terms of time
management and skill?
Parents might love them the first time you present them but it will set up an expectation, be
realistic and decide whether they are something you can confidently continue doing in the time
you have available.

 Are they really just a pretty form of parent communication in
summary form?
Does it demonstrate the parent and child's 'voices' as part of that child's learning? Is there
more to the contents than just memories, pretty pictures and artwork? Do you inform parents
of the portfolio purpose and how they are used?

 Does your portfolio document and identify learning throughout ?
Does it show evidence and support "a child's progress or distance travelled?" If not then
you are going to have to double up and keep those records elsewhere using a different format.
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 Do you show that not only have you understood and documented
the child's learning but also extended it?
How do you show that? A portfolio is just a simple communication tool if you are only showing
what the child/service/centre has been doing over time, it is a useful tool when it also shows
extensions to a child or group's learning and links to your programming in some way.
Have you considered how you actually use the portfolios to make links within your program or
is this not a consideration?

 What does the information in the portfolio tell you, tell the parents?
Will what you put in there today be useful to you tomorrow or next month for your planning?
Overall is it a meaningful tool that supports individual and also group learning especially for the
time you are putting into it? What does it actually tell you about the child?

 Do you think in terms of quality over quantity?
Do you get overwhelmed with the quantity of documentation you feel you must do? Do you feel
you need to make portfolios bigger and better to meet requirements and satisfy parents and
management? Could you manage the same quality with less work?
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 How does the portfolio help support you to plan for further
learning?
If you aren't using the content but spending an awful lot of time working on them then why do
it? Why not direct your energy into what you need to do, find another way that perhaps suits
you better and covers the areas you need to rather than just being an extra "thing to do".
Do you regularly check to see the connections between the child's interest/s and their progress
as learners is evident within your portfolio document?
If it is just a parent communication tool for the end of the week/month/year then there are
many ways to achieve this without the time involved in keeping pretty portfolios.


Do you find you are holding onto children's artworks or other
special moments because you need them for the portfolio?

Do you consider the child's 'voice' in this action? Are you supporting them to share their day
with their parents and fully participate in the moment rather than filing it away in the
scrapbook/folder/portfolio?
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 What other ways are there to document learning and share with
parents if I don't use a portfolio?
Perhaps you could consider some of the following ideas...
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Digital portfolios put on a USB at the end of the year
PowerPoint slides emailed to parents
Communication books sent home each day
Photo observation collages displayed around the environment or emailed to parents to
share
Wall displays of photos, special moments and activities that a parent can share with the
child at drop off and pick up time.
Photobooks and photo collections (including pics of artwork on disc)
Computer and phone based apps and programs for sharing information (although
personally I think you could save your money and just do your own system)
Digital photo frames at sign in area
PowerPoint slides live on the computer for parents to view
Video or audio clips shared with parents
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 Do you think there are other more meaningful ways you could share
the term or year of a child's care with the parents?
Is the whole folio relevant and of interest to the parent or is it more aimed at making the service
or educator feel good? As a parent would you really want to read lots of text and learning
stories, reflections and observations or see visual and tangible evidence of a child's learning
and progression in 'real time' as it occurs?

 Are there other recording/documenting methods and techniques
besides portfolios that would work better for you as an educator?
Some of these might include a combination of a few of the following ideas....
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observations—recorded through video, annotated photographs or audio clip
Observations—formal, written, learning stories
Basic Checklists
Discussions with families, documented in children's files
Discussions with colleagues and then documenting for professional use only
Conversations with children documented regularly in communication sheets Specific testing
(where issues of concern are raised, sometimes undertaken by a specialist.)
Reflection book , diary or space on the program
Photos of work samples
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Don't try and do all of these all of the time...there is absolutely no need, use your time
more effectively and really think about how you can record learning within the planning
cycle without having to repeat yourself. Your time is precious so use it wisely.
I know some of you will say "Yes I do all the above but that's what I put in a folio...that's
great but again....reflect upon whether the information added to your portfolios is also
being used to inform and link directly to your program and individual focus activities.
How are you incorporating information from the portfolios? Is there a clear review loop?. If
not then you need to be doing that somewhere else....and that is more work and time out
of hours for you.

 Could you keep digital portfolios instead?
I do a version of this but just call them my children's 'All About Me" folders and find them
so easy to maintain and add to daily without the need to fill pages or scrapbook!
I simply make a new folder on my computer hard drive and save things I feel are important
or useful in supporting a child’s learning journey.
At the end of the year I ask parents if they would like a copy on a usb stick and I print a
little photo book up for the children to look at.
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In these digital folders I often include photo observation collages, group and individual daily
communication forms, group activity photo collages, recorded children's conversations, photos
of artwork with accompanying learning text and other photos with annotations of the learning
occurring or outcome being demonstrated or working towards. I also include a few ‘just for fun’
moments to share
Because I'm doing it digitally I am also able to add video and audio clips if I want and as I
provide a copy of each folder to the parents at the end of the year on a usb stick I think it
provides a great keepsake. Parents often add feedback or comments via email or in person
and this is documented as parent interaction.
It's easy to drop copies of the same forms into different folders I have set up on the computer
for different purposes and for ease of showing documented evidence in my own records. In
terms of my observations I only record purposeful moments or interactions, not every little
thing a child does.
I am loving this digital method as it allows me to share with parents and children each day and
yet it is also building a valuable record of learning and progression. I can easily look at the
folders to help inform my program, notice new skills and support analysis and review.
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 Finally, ask yourself if compiling and adding to portfolios is taking
away from your love of working with children.
If the answer is yes then you need to find another system. I am hearing too many stories of
people giving up on a profession they love because of myths and perceived 'regulations and
requirements'.
Ask for support from your leaders in exploring other methods or at the very least make sure
you are well informed and know why you are doing portfolios and ensure that they are meeting
a number of documenting expectations rather than being a lot of work but in reality not very
effective.
This blog post may or may not prove helpful to you but at the very minimum I hope it makes
you at least reflect on your current practice whether you are considering using portfolios or
already using them.
I don't have anything against keeping portfolios, if it works well for you and doesn't cause you
to spend a lot of time out of hours doing work on them then I say well done and keep up the
great work....but please make sure they are effective and helping you to enhance all areas of
your programming and documentation.
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Learning Stories

First let me say I am not a huge fan of learning stories but I know many are and they do play a
valuable role in many programs so I thought I should give them a mention although they aren’t
part of my programming system so you won’t find a template or example.
Learning stories involve educators detailing the general learning of the child which is occurring
in an observation but it is presented in a more creative way, often accompanied by photos to
provide further evidence of a child's learning. They are usually also a little easier for parents to
understand as they aren't too technical but they do take more time to read and time poor
parents often prefer more visual examples of their child's progress (in my experience).
When writing a learning story you don't need to worry about using subjective terms or including
your own interpretations when writing about the child's actions which is why many educators
like them I think.
You can write in a storyteller (narrative) format to capture the meaningful elements you are
observing within the learning process before you.
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.Learning stories usually focus on what the children can do rather than what they can't whereas
the running record and anecdotal records often focus on identifying gaps in development
(which they actually don't need to, it has just been the traditional way in years past).
The idea is that you are recognising and describing the learning you see and writing about it in
a story type format.
I will just say that if you choose to use learning stories then you should be aware of not
spending too much time writing a lovely story but at the end not really have anything concrete
to work with.
I have seen some wonderful stories but struggle to understand the reason behind them or how
they can be used to further support the ongoing journey of learning for the child.
Just something to consider as they can be very time consuming. Some people love to do them
though and you will find many examples if you do a little searching on the net!
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Visual Displays

I like to send the majority of the children's craft and artwork home as it is important to them
and to me that they share their hard work and tell the story of their learning to their family at
the time it happens.
But with their permission and involvement I often put together some visual displays so they
can share their journey with friends and family within the care environment. Parents really
enjoy spending some time looking through the displays and making the connections to
learning.
They provide the perfect opportunity for parents to spend time with their child talking about
what they have been doing and it also helps them to understand the true importance of play
based learning and the concepts that may have been previously dismissed as ‘just playing’.
In essence I use them to showcase the children’s work and to provide an opportunity to share
their ‘voice’. I use photo collages a lot to show the processes behind the art and craft.
There are many ways to display a child’s learning, it is a very individual process and will be
unique to your service and the space that you have. All I will say is keep text to a minimum if
you can and think about how you would like to see your own masterpieces displayed!
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Visual Display examples
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Visual Display Examples
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Daily Journals/Reflections

You can use your daily reflections and journal jottings to provide observational evidence. You
don't need reams of paper to tell a story. I often refer to my ‘Our Day' forms in my forward
planning and it comes together over time to tell a story. You can see an example of how I do
this on the following pages.

I also use the weekly reflections on my program which I complete at the end of each week
(obviously) There is absolutely no reason why one document or form can't meet a number of
goals and therefore make your job a little easier.
Everyone will reflect in different ways and use different formats – again it is about finding the
system that works for you. Just know that you can use these reflections to form part of your
evaluation and ongoing planning.
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Daily Journals/Reflections
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Checklists

Developmental checklists are often seen as 'old school' but they can still be incorporated into
today's programming guided by the EYLF and NQS. I think it always helps to draw up your
own checklists based on your knowledge of developmental milestones and age appropriate
behaviour.
This way you can include the milestones you want to check or observe and also include a
space for a brief comment...this allows you to put the abilities or deficits of learning into
context.
Checklists aren't as popular as an observation tool as they used to be but I still believe they
have their place and can easily be modified to embrace the elements of the EYLF.
I’ve included some checklists for you in the template section, it’s very easy to draw your own
up though if you would like to include some different milestones or prefer a different layout.
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There is no reason why you can't use checklists to identify both strengths and weaknesses
and use them to form part of your evaluation of a child's learning.
My advice if using checklists though is certainly to develop your own and not just rely on ticking
and crossing off milestones...you want to add some details so that you get a clear picture of
the learning or struggle that is taking place. Just something brief, a line or two.
This is how you can then use checklists to document the progress of a child's journey and help
inform your future planning and therefore incorporate elements of the EYLF at the same time.

You will find templates for the different ages and stages in the back of this book. There is a
section for your comments.
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Step 2
Reflection/Communication

Reflection and communication of your planning doesn’t need to be difficult or time consuming. I
incorporate space for reflection into the forms I already use and for me this is the key..it keeps
everything tied together and makes it easy for me to look back on and use if I need to.
On the next few pages I have included some examples of the formats I use to communicate
with parents as well as reflect on my planning and the learning journeys as they have unfolded
each day/week. If you have trouble understanding what it is you need to be ‘reflecting’ on try
thinking about these simple questions each day or at the end of the week.
Aim for succinct rather than writing your life story!
•
•
•
•
•
•

What worked today/this week? For the children? For me as educator?
What didn't work for the children? For me as educator? Why?
Were there any significant or spontaneous moments that really stood out?
What activities would I like to extend on based on the children’s interests?
What could I implement to ensure next week’s plan or group dynamic works better?
Was there anything planned we didn’t do? Why? Do I need to add it onto next week?
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‘Our Day’ Reflection Example
.
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‘My Day’ Reflection Example
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‘My Day’ in booklet form
Another parent communication/reflection option is to provide
the My Day forms in a booklet format for parents to take
home in their child’s bag and return each time they enter
care.
You can add a cover with the child’s photo on the front
You can easily print booklet size templates using Word or
similar programs.
I’ve provided templates without my logo in the template
section at the back of this book for you.
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‘My Day’ in booklet form
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Program Reflections Example
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Step 3 - Analysis of Learning
This does seem to be a step in the planning cycle that confuses and exasperates quite a few
people so I thought it might help if I break it down into simple steps.
You've written an observation and gee it's good....but what does it mean and what purpose
does it offer? To ensure you didn't just waste your time you now need to reflect upon and
evaluate your observation. Now you get to use your ninja early childhood skills!
Read over the observation, look at the photos, try to recall the moment as often you will not be
completing your evaluation at the same time...well I rarely do as I like to break up things into
blocks, you might be different. Either way, now you want to write down what is taking place.
Consider asking yourself what is happening, why, when and how?
Evaluating children’s observations allows us to identify the children’s strengths, interests and
opportunities for further development.
Interpreting an observation is not just writing a summary of a child's development, you are
interpreting developmental skills, capabilities, potential, emerging interests and preferences.
This is how you will then be able to plan future appropriate experiences, activities and
environments
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When interpreting and evaluating a child's learning and capabilities consider not only talking
about the child's development in the traditional main areas (i.e. social, emotional, physical,
.cognitive etc.) that were demonstrated but also using the Early Years Learning Framework. I
believe both can play an important role in today's evaluations and provide a more holistic
picture of the child.
So you understand how to talk about the developmental learning taking place but not how to
incorporate the framework principles as well? You could list the outcome numbers if you want,
I know that many do but often a child's demonstrated learning can overlap into a number of
areas so I find it easier to just 'use your words' (yep, a little educator humour there...stick with
me).
What I mean by that is finding the outcomes you feel correspond to the learning that you
observed and write about it in that context without having to actually list the numbers and
make it to formal.

For example "Ruby showed a willingness to persist with the task of drawing up the coloured
water into the baster even though it took quite a few tries and she found this particular
skill difficult" She clearly demonstrated that she is beginning to "manipulate equipment and
manage tools with increasing competence and skill"
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Did you recognise the two framework outcomes the above phrases refer to? So you look at
the outcomes and decide what might be important to note in your interpretation, then include
.some of that wording. I also try to include the language in my reflections and parent
communication forms too if possible.
Interpreting just the important or significant events within an observation does take a little
practice and at first you might find you write a fair bit so that it is clear in your mind and you
might try to include everything you think is important. Over time though you will come to
recognise the significant learning as you are observing instead of after and only need to add
a short summary to outline the child's learning and abilities.
It is important to remember that you are not rewriting the observation to tell a story but are
just trying to highlight the area of skill or need that the child has demonstrated. You need to
interpret then summarise the skills, development and behaviours which are included in the
observations you have taken.
There should be a direct link...not flowery wording of what you think *might* be important to
add. This will then form a valuable part of your programming cycle or system and help your
future planning for the child or group.
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I fear many educators are now focusing too much on interpreting their observations with the
.use of a learning outcome number. It has become the 'thing that must be done' and is
causing an awful lot of stress for many while actually not being very helpful to anyone!
Documentation demonstrating that the 5 learning outcomes are evident in your planning and
the children's journey does not mean limiting yourself or a child to an outcome number. Your
documentation just needs to show their progress towards the learning outcomes over time.
There are many ways to do this rather than just focusing on what outcome was met for one
specific activity last Monday. You need to shift your thinking and focus on the child's overall
journey. If you let go of the expectation that you need to first link everything correctly to the
framework you might be able to get back to just being in the moment with the child as you
work together and begin to collect your 'evidence' holistically.
You might realise that you can actually use the language and ideas of the framework
outcomes as you write your documentation (learning stories, obs etc.) rather than trying to
add numbers everywhere to show your brilliance!
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Using the language of the outcomes but with your own style will truly save you so much time
yet you will be meeting all documentation expectations I promise. I also try to use this
wording in parent communication and daily reflections so it can all form part of my evidence
of working towards the outcomes and principles of the EYLF and NQS
Using your own words will help you understand the EYLF more deeply and enable you to see
the outcomes being expressed differently between children. Try to write in a way that will
enable your 'word pictures' to clearly identify all outcomes with not a number in sight!
Consider also the other ways you can demonstrate a commitment to the EYLF
outcomes....Your policies should reflect them, your behaviour and interactions should reflect
them and they will be evident in your professional reflections. Just because you can show
someone an observation that identifies an example of a particular principle, practice or
outcome doesn't convince me that they are applied consistently.
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Questions to consider..
5 questions to ask when you make an analysis of your child observation.
 What learning took place here? (This is where I now reflect upon the EYLF outcomes and
use the language of that document to guide my responses...not listing specific numbers
though.)
 What strengths and interests can you identify from this observation?
 Is there anything in this observation that concerns you from a developmental perspective?
What can I do to support the child's learning in this area? Who do I need to speak to about
this?
 How could I further support and extend this child's interest/strength/learning journey?
 Is this learning observation significant - can I plan future experiences from this observation?
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Where do I write my analysis?
You'll need to think about how you want to document your observation evaluation. Some
people do this underneath or beside their observation.
I use my forward planning form as I find it easier to keep a sequence going and show clear
linking if I keep all steps together. It makes it a little clearer in my mind but you might decide to
keep yours with your observation.
It doesn't matter how you do it, just be consistent so you always know where to find the
information when you need it.
So now you have a written observation (in the format you prefer or one that I have outlined in
my system), a review and evaluation/analysis from this observation of the learning
outcome/strength/ interest that took place....now what do you do with it?
You plan and extend!
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INDIVIDUAL LEARNING – ANALYSIS AND FORWARD PLANNING RECORD
Date : _____20/10/14__________

Format
&
Date

Daily
Reflection
“Our Day”

Formal
Obs
Or
Learning
Story

Photo
Collage
Obs
18/9/14

Analysis of Learning

Child’s Name :____Tara ________________________

Future
Planning

Program/Plan
Date

From this observation I note the following: Possible Extension Activities:

24.9.14

Tara is showing a real interest in problem Tray of magnetic and non
solving and wanting to find out how things magnetic items – investigate &
work for herself.
discuss

2. 10.14

She showed a willingness and
concentration to stick with a task until
completion

Use internet videos to explore
use of magnets and magnetic
fields

She was able to use descriptive language Intentional Teaching – using
To convey her thoughts
Scales and teddy bear counters
to explore balance and weightShe used reflective thinking to consider
problem solving skills
why things might happen a number of
times
She was able to coordinate both hands to
Problem solve, sort and sequence.
She thought about a way to extend the
activity and challenge her thinking.

Planned Activity
Evaluation

11.10.14
Tara spent quite a lot of
time working out which
objects on the tray were
able to be picked up by the
magnet and asked many
questions about why some
objects didn’t ‘stick’ to the
magnet.
She didn’t show a great
deal of interest in the
internet videos. Need to
find simpler videos relevant to
her age.
She absolutely loved the
scale activity and spent
time looking for other
objects around the house
to use in the scales. Used
language to express her
thoughts and work through
problem solving processes.
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Analysis Example

Reflect on the
learning
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Steps 4 and 5
Forward Planning & Extension
I know a lot of people struggle with this part but I actually find it the easiest part of the cycle so
hopefully I can help. With your interpretation and summary complete, you can now think about
which skills, capabilities, potential, interests and preferences you wish to focus your attention
on for the sake of program planning.
You can also look at a deeper level, linking the learning the child has completed in the
documented observation to the EYLF which should be guiding your program planning.
When using your interpretations and summaries to devise experiences, activities and
environments which will foster the child's development, be sure to look closely at the skills the
child is already showing and then plan for an activity, experience or environment which would
further develop the demonstrated skills.
Make sure you are offering different experiences in your forward planning, not just a extended
version of the activity you observed previously. You need to plan from your interpretation and
summary not just the observation.
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This will ensure that the child, the group and you as an educator are not getting bored, that the
experiences you continue to provide are varied and foster different skills.
Planning is more than just the next activity on a program. Your future planning and extension
activities should be looking at resources, materials, people, routines, expectations and
strategies .Try to think outside the box a little and also how you could incorporate the activities
into group learning experiences and not just individual focus activities.
When you have listed the extension activities you want to plan, you then need to find a way to
make sure you are linking that activity back to your original observation so that you can come
back and reflect upon how the planned activity went. Did it meet expectations, challenge the
child etc.?
This is where a lot of people use initials, dots, colours, symbols etc. as well. Personally they all
do my head in so I inserted an area on my program where I add 'focus children activities' with
the corresponding observation date.
I then come back to my forward planning form when the activity is completed and write a brief
summary of how the experience went and date when it occurred. If I have forgotten when that
was I just look back at my 'our day' reflection forms from the week.
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Where do I put it?

Plan your
extensions
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.

Step 6 – Add to your program

Write extension
activities onto
program
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How to finish the cycle?

Evaluate how the
activity went
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My Fortnightly Program
Decide on a program template that suits how you work and understand things. Don't try to
copy one you don't fully understand or that takes you hours to complete. Draw up a few drafts
to get something you can work with comfortably. I went through about 5 different templates
before I settled on the one I now use.
I needed to try them out and see how it all came together before I was happy to move
forward confidently. Keep in mind that you are not just doing all this work just for a CDO,
assessor or parent to see. Most won't have time to read them at great length but you will!
I do a program for my own benefit first and foremost so it needs to work for me as well as to
show how I am meeting regulations and EYLF outcomes. Don't fall into the time consuming
trap of writing a fancy program for others that doesn't actually make sense to you.
Don't feel you need to link every single one of your activities to an outcome...it will be obvious
to those who need to know and if you have a thorough understanding of the EYLF you won't
need to be continuously writing links to outcomes down.
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On my template you can see that I prefer the old style box method of planning. It's how I was
first taught many years ago and it is how I am most comfortable. You don't need to throw
away all that you have previously used or learnt just because the EYLF is new to you...what
you need to do is modify.
After reading through the EYLF document I devised focus area headings for each box that
directly relate to the outcomes and the terminology...so I know that if I have all of those areas
filled in I am covering all outcomes. I don't need to add links.
Some weeks the program will focus a little more on some areas than others but this is ok. It
depends on the children's emerging interests and our current learning focus and it is
the ongoing learning that is important to show across all of your programming.

If you use this template and plan at least one activity in each section you will be meeting
current requirements, no need to stress about covering all of the outcomes!
Now let’s explore the focus areas and heading I use in more detail…
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What timeframe does my program cover?
I write a fortnightly program - I don't mind weekly programming but for the children I have at
the moment and the days that I work I find that fortnightly allows me to plan more effectively
and complete the planned activities while leaving room for spontaneous and child led
activities. That might change depending on the children. It's all a matter of balance. If you
were using this template for weekly planning then obviously you would write less.

How do I include parent input?
I speak with parents about our activities, what's happening in their child's life at the moment,
what they did on the weekend, what they loved doing today and have they done this at home
too? I use my parent communication tools to also inform my program. There is a box on the
program template just for parent/coordinator input and I will usually fill this in at the end of the
week or during the week if I feel there is something I have discussed with the parent of a
general nature that can be included. I don't expect them to write in the box but they are more
than welcome to!
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What are the box headings for?
The headings are my way of making sure I am planning to cover all areas of the EYLF and
meet outcomes without needing codes, numbers, colours or tick boxes everywhere which
seriously do my head in and makes the planning process very lengthy in my opinion. Don't
make work for yourself if you don't have to .
I have developed these headings after much reading of the EYLF document and calling upon
everything I have previously been taught in early childhood. I didn't see the need to throw
away all that I was comfortable with, it was just a matter of finding a way to incorporate my
own style together with the new expectations and wording of the EYLF.

But what do the headings mean and how do they relate to the EYLF
Outcomes?
I’m going to take you step by step through each heading. It took me a lot of researching,
reading and reflecting to finally settle on these headings so I won’t try and explain the thought
process leading to each one but I will try to explain how I use them!
I add arrows to the plan sometimes for my own benefit, there is no need really as coordinators
or assessors will be able to see the links for themselves!
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Intentional Teaching Opportunities
.This is the section I list a few activities that I would like to really focus on encouraging and
initiating learning experiences. They are usually planned experiences and will quite often
crossover with other areas but I don't always need to be involved, I might set something up
and then observe the interaction and play to further extend upon later.

Children's Ideas & Interests
This box I use to write down a few activities directly related to the children's ideas and
interests from the previous fortnight or sometimes during the current fortnight. These may
come from direct observations, photo collages or the 'our day' reflections sent home to
parents. They may be planned in advance or come up during the week and I extend from
there.

Individual Focus Activities
The activities I list here are from my individual forward planning sheet and previous
observations. They might also be activities that stem from things I have seen in the previous
weeks but not actually formally documented.
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Exploring Our World
.I mainly include activities here that will encourage an exploration and understanding of the
environment around them... food, pets, gardens, land, sustainability, recycling, natural and
man made materials/environments, technology and research in these areas...it's one of my
favourite boxes as there are always interesting ways to learn in this area no matter how young
the child!
Inviting our Imagination In
Another area that can incorporate many different activities. It really is about anything that might
encourage children to explore their imaginations. Props, invitations to play, opportunities for
role play, dramatic play, communication and creative self expression. They might be indoor or
outdoor activities.

Let's Get Moving
This is pretty self explanatory...any activities that get the kids moving indoors or out and more
aware of their bodies and the movements they can do. It's about offering activities that
challenge those gross motor skills and muscles! It might be with music & dance, games,
stories or songs.
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Manipulative Play
This is where I list planned activities that will encourage strengthening of fine motor muscles,
.
problem solving, spatial awareness, you get the gist! I include puzzles, blocks, tong games,
some craft and anything fine motor here.

Creative & Sensory Play
This area often overlaps with many of the other areas obviously but I still find it useful to have
a separate section so I can see at a glance our crafty and sensory activities as they are the
ones that often require more set up and pre planning. I quite often write the days beside them
that I want to do them as this works in with the ages I have on those days currently. No need to
do that, I just find it helps in my planning.

Encouraging our Identity & Independence
This is the section I include group and individual activities to encourage and promote self help
skills, a feeling of belonging, pride in achievements, respect for diversity, understanding and
managing of emotions, feeling part of a community, and an increasing responsibility for their
own health and wellbeing.
This area can be pretty broad so I try to just incorporate a few activities for each program.
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Connecting through Communication
.
This is where I list activities focusing on verbal and non verbal communication, media,
technology, music, singing, puppets, dramatic and social play prompts,stories,group games,
language skills....basically any activity that will invite discussion and communication in some
way.

Spontaneous Moments
Moments recorded and added to the plan during the week that were initiated
spontaneously by the children or myself - I try to add a few sentences about who led the
activity and how it came to be.

Parent/Coordinator Input
Don't really think I need to explain this one...ask your coordinator to add a little input next time
they visit and you can let parents know it is there to add to but I usually just write in a few
relevant comments from discussions with parents at the end of the week.
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My Plan - An Example
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Step 7 - Pulling it all together

So at the end of a planning week/fortnight/ month let’s look at what you will have achieved if
you follow something similar to my system.
 You will have engaged in regular parent communication
 You will have developed a program plan based on the children’s strengths and interests but
also incorporating challenges from intentional teaching opportunities
 You will have noted parent or coordinator feedback for future reference/evidence
 You will have completed some observations (using your preferred formats or a mix of all)
 You will have reflected on your practice daily/weekly/fortnightly and this will be documented
throughout various facets of your planning system
 You will have analysed the learning that took place by individual children as well as groups
and planned ahead to further extend or support their learning journey and interests
 You will have planned with the EYLF outcomes in mind but not been stressed trying to link
everything to numbers using codes or other mind numbing systems.
 You will have saved everything to children’s files on your computer or in a folder/portfolio
system that suits your needs.
 You will have developed a CLEAR SYSTEM /CYCLE that you actually understand!
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Getting parents involved..
It’s important to involve parents in your planning and programming cycle..I know it can be
difficult but you just need to be a little clever about it! Here are a few ways I involve parents in
my service which also offer opportunities for reflection and programming.
 Use photos throughout the sign in area as they provide wonderful opportunities for children
to engage in discussion with friends and parents as they find themselves among the
pictures. Document these conversations.
 Display photo collages each month throughout your care areas at child height. I group the
collages into different areas of play and learning which also link back to the Early Years
Learning Framework. Document interactions and discussions involving these collages.
 At the end of each month I put them into a folder to form a pictorial record of our year.
Both parents and children enjoy wandering through activities, friendships and memories.
 Encourage parents to be involved in the program through your newsletters – I tell them a
little about what I am planning over the next month and ways they can be involved – it
might be bringing in some junk mail for a collage project or helping their child to plant
some seeds we have collected and sent home. Give them feedback.
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 Ensure you have an effective parent communication system such as daily communication
books or the ‘Our Day and My Day forms I spoke about earlier. Ask for feedback and
document conversations on your program or in your end of week reflections. It doesn’t
matter whether you have 30 children or 4 each day – you need to develop a system that
involves parents in your program and keeps them informed of their child’s learning
journey. The easier and quicker your system is the more likely you are to keep it up!
 Display fact sheets about subjects you might be focusing on that month with their
children. Ask if there is any way they would like to be involved or share a relevant skill.
 Keep informed about things that might be happening for the children in your care. Work
with parents, not against.
 Encourage parents to bring photos and news in of special family events, pets,
celebrations and holidays
 Send out regular feedback forms – make them quick and easy to complete
 Fill in the ‘Parent Input’ box if using my fortnightly planning template
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A program isn't just about what I want to plan for the week ahead
it's a map of the children's interests, strengths and child initiated
play. It is an evolving document and it is simply written and easy for
parents/ carers to understand and perhaps comment on.

As long as we always understand and celebrate the uniqueness of
each individual child and the way that they play and learn...and
share this with parents, communication in its various forms will
remain an important tool in every child care service.
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Organising Your own System..
Please don't let your programming take over your nights and weekends, a little is inevitable
but organisation and a clear system of a little each day will help. I’ve got a few strategies and
tips to share that might help you to get on top of your programming requirements rather than
feeling as though you are being buried beneath them!

Do what works for you
If you don't have the time to do portfolios then don't. I don't. Just find other ways to display
your 'evidence' that work for you. You are in charge of your time management not your
parents, the scheme or coordinators. Yes you have obligations and paperwork that needs to
be completed but are you doing what you think you need to do or what you actually have to
do?

Use one form to tick numerous boxes
If what you are doing now is causing you to be constantly in front of the computer or pen in
hand then it isn't the right system for you. Try and combine a few of the paperwork 'must
haves'. For example..My "What We Did Today" parent communication sheet summarises the
activities and learning outcomes from the day as well as offering some space for the
children's voice, daily reflection and future planning for this group.. I have played around with
it to make sure I can include as much as possible for the least amount of time. They take me
around 15 minutes to complete at rest time or after the children leave.
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Take photos
I take lots of photos through the day and load them into folders I keep on the computer for
each child. They are ready for when I get a moment here or there to write up some
observation collages or more formal running record type observations. I don't do big learning
stories or portfolios. I don't find a need. I do what works for me and I still cover regulations
and requirements. Find your own voice. I like to use the computer and take photos a lot so
that's what I do. Photos will always tell a story and be waiting for you when you have the time
to sit down and think about observations

Use words not numbers
In my brief observations, my parent communication and my daily and weekly reflections I
incorporate the words and vision of the EYLF document so coordinators and assessors
can easily see clear connections to EYLF outcomes through my planning and the language
used but parents can also understand what I am talking about!
I don't find a need to tick lots of little boxes and write numbers that tell people I am
incorporating the core principles of the EYLF....the people who need to see this should be
skilled enough to see it from the activities planned, photos displayed and my environment
and resources...not through boxes ticked and outcome numbers displayed. If they can't then I
would ask why not? Why waste your time trying to figure out the right box each time?
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Use a clear system to show evidence
If you can decide on the system you will use that incorporates all elements of the planning
cycle you won’t have to waste time ‘collecting evidence’ constantly, it will already be there
ready to show anyone who needs to know. You might not always be up to date with the
system (e.g. your observations are a little behind this month) but if you can show progress of
learning journeys using another facet of your system like the daily reflection sheet or
fortnightly program then there won’t be an issue.
It is about showing a journey of learning and responding to the children’s needs, if you have a
simple system in place that shows a history of planning in a cycle then I promise it will take so
much pressure off you. But decide on your system and stick with it a while before changing.

Understand what is required – no really!
Unfortunately I see so many people telling other people what they think is expected when
planning with the EYLF outcomes but often they are talking about their own scheme or
director’s expectations and requirements and it is how myths begin.
Make it your business to know exactly what is required of you from your governing body.
Discuss and ask questions if you don’t understand. If they can’t explain it so that you
understand then go higher if you can or buddy up with another educator in the same
environment.
In the beginning half of this book I explained what is actually required by the EYLF and NQS,
I busted some myths for you…but only you can sort out fact from fiction within your own
working environment. Ask questions, become informed, don’t just follow.
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Fake it until you make it
Even if you aren’t the most organised person you can still try a few little things to get you
started and making life easier. If you start small and make things at least look organised you
might be surprised at how it all begins to become a habit! Try a few of these little changes
and see how you go….
 Label some folders for your bits of paper – hole punch and add to folders as you go to
avoid ending up with a big pile on the kitchen table. I currently have folders for my scheme
paperwork, admin and reregistration info/forms, parent communication (newsletters, notes
etc.), Daily Reflections (Our Day form), Emergency and Evac, QIP, Programming
templates and info and my personal favourite “stuff to deal with” which I usually go through
on the weekend when I have more time.
 Go digital – I have folders for all the children on my computer and just drop anything
relevant to them into the folders as I go. Files I might have for hard copies in the filing
cabinet are also on the computer. I break things down to make them easier to find. For
example, I have a ‘programming’ folder but inside that are folders labelled children’s obs
photos, portfolios, photo observations, anecdotal observations, checklists etc. if you aren’t
a computer person then stick with what you feel comfortable with and set up your filing
cabinet with similar folders.
 Use apps and web based templates but only if you understand them and they make life
easier. I am seeing a lot of people wasting time trying to work out how to use these so
called ‘time saving’ applications. Can you do something similar yourself via dropbox, email
or a simple program such as Word?
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Daily Diary Page
To help with time management and meeting the
many obligations expected of an Educator some
people like to use a daily diary type form to help them
get organised and check off jobs each day.
You can use the following template simply as a
checklist or add text in the boxes to support forward
planning.
You’ll find a blank template in the template section at
the back of the book. Simply print off as many as you
need, punch a few holes and add to a ring binder to
form a book.
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Are we there yet?
I know you have just read through an awful lot of information but the way I would love to see
you use this book is to pick out the areas of interest that have been causing you the most
stress and focus on those first.








Is there a template you might be able to begin using?
Could you dust off the camera and take more photos?
Could you organise the filing cabinet or computer files more efficiently?
Could you improve your parent communication?
Could you display information in a more visual and easy to understand way?
Could you use one form to check off many boxes instead of just one?
Could you ask your scheme, coordinator or director for clarification about what’s expected
of you?
 Could you take another look at the planning cycle and pinpoint what’s missing or what you
are having the most trouble with?
 Could you develop a system that will save you time and money?
I know it sometimes seems as though we are being taken over by paperwork but it isn’t just
isolated to our profession. It is happening across many industries so we can either sit in the
corner and cry or be proactive, learn some new strategies and move forward as efficiently as
we can. I really hope this book supports you toward a better learning journey and experience.
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Templates for you..
On the following pages I have edited a selection of templates for you to use whether
working in centre based care or family day care.
You are able to print them out to write on or use them as inspiration toward developing your
own. I hope you find something useful that will help to make your programming life just that
little bit easier!
Remember to modify if you need to and therefore ensure that you can develop a system
that works for you the most effectively. Don’t let a system work you, make sure you are the
one in control!
Good luck, if you have any questions you can always contact me using the links at the back
of this book.
Go on, I know you can do this, once you have it all sorted you will have so much more time
to spend with the children and do what you REALLY love.
If you would like to use the templates digitally on your computer you can download most of
them by clicking on this link. Some are Word files and one is in Publisher format.
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Weekly/Fortnightly Program..
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Template copyright of www.theempowerededucatoronline.com
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Template copyright of www.theempowerededucatoronline.com
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Template copyright of www.theempowerededucatoronline.com
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“Our Day”
Reflection/Communication
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Template copyright of www.theempowerededucatoronline.com
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“My Day”
Communication /Child’s Voice
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Analysis/Forward Planning..
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INDIVIDUAL LEARNING – ANALYSIS AND FORWARD PLANNING RECORD
Date: _______________

Format
&
Date

Analysis of Learning

Child’s Name: ____________________________

Future
Planning

Program/Plan
Date

Planned Activity
Evaluation

Daily
Reflection
“Our Day”

Formal
Obs
Or
Learning
Story

Photo
Collage
Obs
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Photo Observations
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Formal Observations
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Child Observation
Date: _______________ Name: _____________________________ Age:_________ Forward Planning Record Date: _________________

Observation

Photo Record
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Developmental Checklists
The checklists in this templates section were developed using my
own knowledge and current information from the Australian
Government document Developmental Milestones and the
EYLF and NQS.
The checklists are broken into ages and stages and I usually like
to complete these halfway through the year and again at the end
of the year. I also complete a checklist for any new enrolments
coming into my care so I can get a good idea of where that child is
sitting on their current learning journey.
There is no need to use checklists if you don’t want to – I just
wanted to provide you with another option.
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Birth – 4 Months
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4 – 8 Months
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8 – 12 Months
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1 – 2 Years
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2 – 3 Years
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3 – 5 Years
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Daily Diary Page
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Download Your Templates..
If you would like to use the templates digitally on your computer you can download my most
used templates by clicking on the link below.
Please ensure you download and save each file to your own computer so you know where
to access them each time.

Download Templates Here
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Online Workshops
Would you like to be able to train in the comfort of your own home? Need to access relevant
and easy to understand professional development? You can now download my recorded
training packages. They include a 2 hour video workshop recording (of a live webinar), a
certificate and a pdf full colour resource booklet. Click on the button below to see the latest
training packages.

See more training packages
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Play Prompt Planner

Find Out More About the Play Planner
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Connect with Me
I’d love you to stop by my Facebook Page and join The Empowered Ed Facebook
Community. I share lots of ideas and inspiration for parents and educators and there is
always a friendly face joining in the conversations over there.
You can also visit my blog www.theempowerededucatoronline.com where I write about
topics that are sure you to interest you as an educator! Sign up for my free monthly
newsletter here Got a question or an idea for my next book? Email me at
theempowereded@gmail.com
You can take a look at my Pinterest boards for ideas and inspiration Over 45,000
followers already do! You can also find me on Instagram.
Click on the icons below to follow me so you never miss an update!

The Legal Jargon…
©Copyright 2016- All content, including images and activity ideas are subject to copyright. Reproduction of text or images without permission is prohibited. All
copyright is held by Jodie Clarke and The Empowered Educator. If you would like to reproduce any content from this book please contact me at
theempowereded@gmail.com. Jodie Clarke and The Empowered Educator shall not be held liable for any damages or injuries resulting from the suggestions
and activities found within this book.
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